Your vehicle may be equipped with Near Field Communication (NFC), a technology that simplifies the process of pairing a compatible phone to the vehicle’s infotainment system.

To find out if your device is NFC-compatible, check your device’s user manual. The following devices are advertised as NFC-compatible.

- BlackBerry® KEYone
- Google™ Pixel 2
- Google Pixel 2 XL
- Google Pixel 3
- Google Pixel 3 XL
- HUAWEI® P20
- HUAWEI P20 Lite
- HUAWEI P20 Pro
- HUAWEI P smart
- HUAWEI Mate 10 Pro
- LG G6
- LG G7 ThinQ™
- LG G8
- LG V20
- LG V30
- LG V40
- Samsung Galaxy Note 8
- Samsung Galaxy Note 9
- Samsung Galaxy S6
- Samsung Galaxy S7
- Samsung Galaxy S7+
- Samsung Galaxy S8
- Samsung Galaxy S8+
- Samsung Galaxy S9
- Samsung Galaxy S9+
- Samsung Galaxy S10
- Samsung Galaxy S10+
- Samsung S8
- Sony Xperia® XZ Premium
- Xiaomi Mi® A1
- Xiaomi Mi 8
- Xiaomi Redmi S2/Y2

Full Near Field Communication feature functionality varies by device, model, and software version.

Device list updated in April 2019.

1 Functionality varies by model. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. 2 BlackBerry® is the registered trademark of BlackBerry Limited, the exclusive right to which are expressly reserved. 3 Google Pixel is the registered trademark of Google LLC. 4 HUAWEI is a trademark of Hua Wei Technologies Co., Ltd., registered in China and other countries. 5 LG is a registered trademark of LG Corp. 6 Samsung, Galaxy and Note are registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 7 Xperia is a registered trademark of Sony Mobile Communications Inc. 8 Xiaomi is a registered trademark of Xiaomi Inc.
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